In its latest treatment trial, EA6134, the ECOG-ACRIN Cancer Research Group studies whether to start treatment with drugs that trigger patients’ immune systems to kill melanoma skin cancer, or with other drugs that identify and attack molecules within tumor cells.

Philadelphia, July 21, 2015 – A new phase III cancer treatment trial has opened for patient enrollment that examines two treatments that work in completely different ways yet have both been shown in previous clinical trials to be effective in treating patients with advanced melanoma, the ECOG-ACRIN Cancer Research Group announced today.

Half of the patients in the trial will be randomly assigned to begin treatment with an investigational combination of two immunotherapy drugs, given together, that work by unleashing parts of the immune system to kill tumor cells. If the treatment stops working and the disease gets worse, patients will receive a second, different treatment of two other drugs, also given together, that work by blocking molecular pathways that drive tumor cell growth and survival.

For the other half of the patients in the trial, the scenario will be reversed. They will be randomly assigned to begin treatment with the two molecularly targeted drugs, and if those drugs stop working and the disease gets worse, they will be treated with the investigational immunotherapy combination.

Researchers in the ECOG-ACRIN Melanoma Committee are conducting trial EA6134 to find out which sequence of treatments provides the best outcome for patients.

“After many years of research we’ve ended up with exciting and effective new combination treatment regimens. Now we need to figure out how to sequence these treatment regimens in order to best extend the lives of our patients,” said study chair Michael B. Atkins, MD, a medical oncologist and deputy director of the Georgetown Lombardi Comprehensive Cancer Center in Washington, DC.
“To be better, one sequence should significantly improve the number of patients alive at two and three years from the start of treatment when compared to the other sequence,” said Dr. Atkins.

Melanoma skin cancer is the fifth most common cancer in American men and the seventh most common cancer in American women. When found in the early stages of growth in the body, melanoma can often be treated successfully with surgery. However, this trial will recruit 300 men and women aged 18 years and older who have advanced melanoma that has spread beyond its local area and cannot be removed by surgery.

To be considered for the trial, patients’ melanoma cells must have a mutation called BRAFV600.

As Dr. Atkins explained: “We have an approved two-drug combination, dabrafenib and trametinib, which works by directly attacking BRAF-mutated melanomas. We also have two immunotherapy options, ipilimumab and nivolumab, each approved for separate use, that work in combination to unleash the body’s own immune system to attack the cancer. The question that remains is which of the two drug combinations should be used first and in whom?”

The trial gives patients the potential to cross over and receive the other treatment approach because researchers already know that for many patients, melanoma can be highly aggressive and existing treatments often stop working. As a result, advanced melanoma patients and their physicians find themselves with many treatment options but few answers to questions surrounding how and when to use these new approaches.

Patients in study EA6134 will be treated with the ipilimumab-nivolumab combination for a maximum of two years. The dabrafenib-trametinib combination will be given for as long as it is controlling patients’ tumors. Patients will be followed for as long as they are on therapy. After they finish the treatment regimens, their physicians will continue to watch them for side effects and follow their condition for up to five years from the time that they entered the trial.

Patients will not be eligible if they have been treated previously with systemic therapy (oral or intravenous treatment) for existing melanoma or have previously received the study agents or similar agents in any disease setting.

EA6134 trial information is posted online on the ECOG-ACRIN website and is continually updated.

Patient-Reported Outcome Measures

Researchers will ask patients who participate in trial EA6134 to report on their experiences undergoing the two treatment regimens, using standardized questionnaires. By collecting this information, researchers will document the full range of symptoms, side effects, and toxicities associated with the treatments being studied. Understanding treatment from the patient perspective is a priority for researchers in ECOG-ACRIN’s Cancer Control and Outcomes Program.
Availability

The new study is open to physicians and medical facilities throughout the United States if they are associated with the National Cancer Institute (NCI) National Clinical Trials Network (NCTN) or the NCI Community Oncology Research Program (NCORP) through one of the four network groups that address cancer in adults. These groups are the Alliance for Clinical Trials in Oncology, ECOG-ACRIN Cancer Research Group, NRG Oncology, and SWOG.

Funding and Sponsorship

The NCI is providing ECOG-ACRIN with funding support for this trial. ECOG-ACRIN is receiving additional funding support from Bristol-Myers Squibb, the manufacturer of ipilimumab (brand name Yervoy®) and nivolumab (Opdivo®), and from Novartis Pharmaceuticals, the company that commercializes dabrafenib (Tafinlar®) and trametinib (Mekinist™). The NCI is sponsoring the trial under its clinical collaborative agreements with Bristol-Myers Squibb for ipilimumab and nivolumab and Cooperative Research and Development Agreements with Novartis Pharmaceuticals for dabrafenib and trametinib.

About ECOG-ACRIN

The ECOG-ACRIN Cancer Research Group is a membership-based scientific organization that designs and conducts cancer research involving adults who have or are at risk of developing cancer. ECOG-ACRIN comprises nearly 1100 member institutions in the United States and around the world. Approximately 12,000 physicians, translational scientists, and associated research professionals from the member institutions are involved in Group research, which is organized into three scientific programs: Cancer Control and Outcomes, Therapeutic Studies, and Biomarker Sciences. ECOG-ACRIN is supported primarily through National Cancer Institute research grant funding, but also receives funding from private sector organizations through philanthropy and collaborations. It is headquartered in Philadelphia, Pa. For more information, visit ecog-acrin.org or call 215.789.3631.
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